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Border Patrol Headquarters Occupation Protesters to Fight Charges Group Calls for Further Action Against Border Militarization
Tucson, AZ -- On February 23, 2011, 2:00 PM at Tucson City Court, six protesters who locked-down and occupied the US Border
Patrol (BP) – Tucson Headquarters on May 21, 2010 are going to trial fighting one count each of "criminal trespassing".
The action was taken, in part, to demand that BP, Immigration Customs Enforcement (ICE), their parent entity, the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS), and the Obama administration end militarization of the border, end the criminalization of immigrant communities, and end their campaign of terror which rips families apart through increasing numbers of raids and deportations.
Alex Soto, one of the arrestees and member of O'odham Solidarity Across Borders states, "As we did not enter the BP headquarters alone but with prayers of O'odham elders and community supporters, we are asking for support once again for our continued stand
against border militarization. Our messaging is the reality for everyone that is forced to feel the pain that borders inflict upon us in our
daily lives. The Border Patrol is not the only agency responsible for the militarization of the border – and it's subsequent destruction of
Indigenous and migrant communities – or the only benefactors of border militarization." Soto states.
In a previous release O'odham Solidarity Across Borders and O'odham elders stated, "The development of the border wall has
lead to desecration of Tohono O'odham ancestors graves, it has divided communities and prevents O'odham from accessing sacred
places. Troops and paramilitary law enforcement, detention camps, check points, and citizenship verification are not a solution to "issues" of migration. Indigenous Peoples have existed here long before these imposed borders, elders inform us that we always honored
freedom of movement. Why are Indigenous communities and the daily deaths at the border ignored? The impacts of border militarization are constantly made invisible in the media, the popular culture of this country and even the mainstream immigrants rights
movement which has often pushed for “reform” that means further militarization of the border, which means increased suffering for
Indigenous communities. Border militarization destroys Indigenous communities."
Since the creation of the current U.S./Mexico border, 45 O’odham villages on or near the border have been completely depopulated.
According to the migrant support group No More Deaths, from October 2009 to Sept. 2010 there have been more than 250 deaths
on the Arizona border alone.
Actions toward ending border militarization and the decriminalization of our communities:
- Immediately withdraw National Guard Troops from the US/Mexico border
- Immediately halt development of the border wall
- Immediately remove drones and checkpoints
- Decommission all detention camps and release all presently held undocumented migrants
- Immediately honor Indigenous Peoples rights of self-determination
- Fully comply with the recently signed UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
- Respect Indigenous People's inherent right of migration
- End NAFTA, FTAA and other trade agreements
- Immediately repeal SB1070 and 287g
- End all racial profiling
- No BP encroachment/sweeps on sovereign Native land
- No raids and deportations
- Immediate and unconditional regularization (“legalization”) of all people
- Uphold human freedom and rights
- Support dignity and respect
- Support and ensure freedom of movement for all people
Put this message in action and help end the attack on Indigenous and migrant communities. Take these messages to the street
where you are. If you can, join us inside and outside the court room in Tucson at 2:00pm. on February 23, 2011.Tucson City Court is
located at 103 E. Alameda St. Tucson, AZ.
Additional ways to take action in your community to bring awareness to the impacts of the militarization of the border and criminalization of our communities:

1. Directly intervene by:
- Protesting institutions and agencies directly responsible (a brief list available at: www.survivalsolidarity.wordpress.com
- Being part of (or starting) Border Patrol, ICE, National Guard, Minutemen watch groups in your community
- Stopping ICE vehicles from deporting migrants
- Providing aid for migrants crossing the border
2. Pressure political officials:
Janet Napolitano
Department of Homeland Security
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Washington, DC 20528
Comment Line: 202-282-8495
3. Organize or attend an awareness or benefit event:
An awareness and benefit show will be held in Tucson on February 22nd at Dry River Infoshop.
A discussion on border issues will be held in Flagstaff, AZ on
February 22nd at Taala Hooghan Infoshop.
4. Donate to Border Action Defense Fund:
www.borderopposition.blogspot.com
5. Support local Indigenous struggles for self-determination and freedom of movement. In particular, bring awareness to Indigenous
communities on the US/Mex border that have been militarized.
To view the occupation video and for additional resources please visit:
www.oodhamsolidarity.blogspot.com
www.survivalsolidarity.wordpress.com

OUR MESSAGING IS THE REALITY FOR EVERYONE THAT IS FORCED TO FEEL THE PAIN
THAT BORDERS INFLICT UPON US IN OUR
DAILY LIVES. THE BORDER PATROL IS NOT
THE ONLY AGENCY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
MILITARIZATION OF THE BORDER – AND IT'S
SUBSEQUENT DESTRUCTION OF INDIGENOUS
AND MIGRANT COMMUNITIES – OR THE ONLY
BENEFACTORS OF BORDER MILITARIZATION.
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“The militarized border imposed by the U.S. has lead only to cultural and environmental destruction of the indigenous peoples whose land is on or near the border. This militarization brings
death and terror for indigenous peoples from other parts of the continent migrating to this land.”
At approximately 1:00PM Friday, May 21, 2010 more than a dozen people occupied the Tucson Headquarters of the US Border
Patrol to draw attention to impacts of border militarization in Indigenous Communities. Six people, including Alex Soto a member of
the Tohono O’odham Nation and a volunteer with the group O’odham Solidarity Across Borders, locked themselves together for up to
3 and 1/2 hours. “Indigenous voices have been ignored. In our action today we say NO MORE!” Said Soto.
Banners were hung, including one placed over the reception window that read, “Stop Militarization of Indigenous Lands Now”,
traditional songs were sung and the group chanted, “Border militarization destroys Indigenous communities!” and “No raids, no deportations! No SB1070, no racist laws!” Approximately 30 Border Patrol agents flooded the lobby of the headquarters and scrambled
to react. Roads to the headquarters and adjacent air force base were shut down. Tucson City Police were eventually called and began
preparing an extraction of the peaceful resisters.
A diverse crowd of up to 70 people quickly gathered outside the Border Patrol headquarters to support those locked down inside.
Ofelia Rivas of O’odham Voices Against The Wall, an elder in support of the action stated, “It was a historical and powerful moment
for people of all color to unite with O’odham to stand in solidarity for human rights and to see the next generation take a stand”.
At approximately 4 o’clock the peaceful resisters negotiated the conditions of their release on their terms. Their requests to
consult with Tohono O’odham elders to negotiate terms of release were denied by Tucson Police. The protesters decided to unlock
and were cited for two misdemeanors each of trespassing and disorderly conduct. The resisters were released just outside the premises to join supporters where they gathered in traditional prayer and rallied against border militarization for another hour. Community
members including members of the Pasqual Yaqui, Tohono O’odham, and Dine’ Nations reacted emotionally when two Wackenhut
Corp. buses left the Border Patrol compound filled with undocumented people. The detainees responded with returning the symbol of
resistance - a raised fist.
“This is just one action of many that makes visible the invisible crimes against humanity that occur every day on the colonial border,” stated one of the peaceful resisters. “We commit to honoring the prayers and call for support of the people most impacted by bor

der militarization, the Indigenous Peoples who’s lands we are on and migrants
who seek a better life for their families.
We cannot not allow government agencies,
border patrol, ICE or reformist agendas to
further their suffering. We will continue
our actions of peaceful resistance for human dignity and respect for all peoples.”
The action also denounced SB1070

and HB2281 as racist laws that are a part
of an ongoing system of genocidal policies
against Indigenous Peoples and migrant
communities.
The following is from a previous
statement from the group
…. Six people used chains and other
devices to lock themselves in the building. These Arizona residents disrupted

the Border Patrol operations to demand
that Border Patrol, Immigration Customs
Enforcement (ICE), their parent entity,
the Department of Homeland Security
(DHS), and the Obama administration end
militarization of the border, end the criminalization of immigrant communities, and
end their campaign of terror which tears
families apart through increasing numbers
of raids and deportations.
The protesters also call on the State
of Arizona to repeal the racist Senate Bill
1070 that criminalizes immigrant communities on the state level, makes it illegal
to transport or harbor an undocumented
person regardless of family relationship,
requires police agencies to engage in racial
profiling, and ultimately is an attempt to
ethnically cleanse Arizona of those with
brown skin. This act of civil disobedience
was only the latest in an increasing wave
of direct action targeting the federal government’s terrorist immigration policies.
1st NATION AND MIGRANTS OPPOSE SB1070 DEMAND DIGNITY, HUMAN RIGHTS, AND END TO BORDER
MILITARIZATION
BORDER MILITARIZATION
DESTROYS INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES.
The development of the border wall
has lead to desecration of our ancestors
graves, it has divided our communities and
prevents us from accessing sacred places.
Troops and paramilitary law enforcement, detention camps, check points, and
citizenship verification are not a solution
to migration. We have existed here long
before these imposed borders, my elders
inform us that we always honored freedom
of movement. Why our communities and
the daily deaths at the border ignored?
The impacts of border militarization are
constantly made invisible in the media, the
popular culture of this country and even
the mainstream immigrants rights movement which has often pushed for “reform”
that means further militarization of the
border, which means increased suffering
for our communities.
Indigenous communities such as
the O’odham, the Pascua Yaqui, Laipan
Apache, Kickapoo, and Cocopah along
the US/Mexico border have been terrorized with laws and practices like SB1070
for decades. Indigenous people along the
border have been forced by border patrol
to carry and provide proof of tribal mem-

bership when moving across their traditional lands that have been bisected by this imposed border; a border that has been extremely
damaging to the cultural and spiritual practices of these communities. Many people are not able to journey to sacred sites because the
communities where people live are on the opposite side of the border from these sites. Since the creation of the current U.S./Mexico
border, 45 O’odham villages on or near the border have been completely depopulated.
On this day people who are indigenous to Arizona join with migrants who are indigenous to other parts of the Western Hemisphere in demanding a return to traditional indigenous value of freedom of movement for all people. Prior to the colonization by
European nations (spaniards, english, french) and the establishment of the european settler state known as the United States and the
artificial borders it and other european inspired nation states have imposed; indigenous people migrated, traveled and traded with each
other without regard to artificial black lines drawn on maps. U.S. immigration policies dehumanize and criminalize people simply
because which side of these artificial lines they were born on. White settlers whose ancestors have only been here at most for a few
hundred years have imposed these policies of terror and death on “immigrants” whose ancestors have lived in this hemisphere for tens
of thousands of years, for time immemorial.
In addition, the migration that the U.S. government is attempting to stop is driven more than anything else by the economic policies of the U.S. Free trade agreements such as NAFTA have severely reduced the ability of Mexicans and others from the global south
to sustain themselves by permitting corporations to extract huge amounts of wealth and resources from these countries into the U.S.
This has led to millions of people risking the terror and death that so many face to cross into the U.S. looking for ways to better support their families. Thousand of women, men, children and elders have died crossing just in the last decade. If the U.S. really wants to
reduce migration it should end its policies of exploitation and wealth extraction targeted at the global south and instead pursue policies
of economic, environmental and social justice for all human beings on the planet, thus reducing the drive to immigrate.

DEMANDS OF THE ACTION
-AN END TO BORDER MILITARIZATION
-THE IMMEDIATE REPEAL OF SB1070 AND 287G
-AN END TO ALL RACIAL PROFILING AND THE CRIMINALIZATION OF
OUR COMMUNITIES
-NO ETHNIC CLEANSING OR
CULTURAL GENOCIDE
-NO BORDER PATROL ENCROACHMENT/SWEEPS ON
SOVEREIGN NATIVE LAND
-NO DEPORTATIONS
-NO RAIDS
-NO ID-VERIFICATION
-NO CHECKPOINTS
-YES TO IMMEDIATE AND UNCONDITIONAL REGULARIZATION (“LEGALIZATION”) OF ALL PEOPLE
-YES TO HUMAN RIGHTS
-YES TO DIGNITY
-YES TO RESPECT
YES TO RESPECTING INDIGENOUS
PEOPLES INHERENT RIGHT OF MIGRATION

¿St

O’ODHAM OFELIA RIVAS
TO NATIONAL GUARD:

“We do not want you on our lands”
Ofelia Rivas, traditional O'odham living on the border, released a statement to the National Guard, who are to arrive on the US/Mexico border in Arizona on September 13, 2010
Originally posted at Censored Blog:www.bsnorrell.blogspot.com
To the United States National Guard arriving in O'odham Lands,
We are not compliant people, we are people with great dignity and confidence. We are a people of endurance and have a long
survival history. We are people that have lived here for thousands of years. We have our own language, we have our own culture and
traditions.
You are coming to my land, you may find me walking on my land, sitting on my land and just going about my daily life. I might
be sitting on the mountain top, do not disturb me, I am praying the way my ancestors did for thousands of years. I might be out collecting what may be strange to you but it might be food to me or medicine for me.
Sometimes I am going to the city to get a burger or watch a movie or just to resupply my kitchen and refrigerator. Some of us live
very much like you do and some of us live very simple lives. Some of may not have computers or scanners or televisions or a vehicle
but some of us do.
The other thing is that some of us are light-skinned O'odham and some of us are darker-skinned O'odham. Some of us spend a lot
of time indoors or outdoors. Sometimes my mother might be of a different Nation (refers to different tribal Nation) or sometimes our
father is Spanish or we may have some European grandmother or grandfather.
If you want to question who we are, we all have learned to carry our Tohono O'odham Nation Tribal I.D. Card. It is a federallyissued card which is recognized by the federal government which is your boss. This card identifies us and by law this is the only
requirement needed to prove who we are. We do not have United States passports because most of us were born at home and do not
have documents, but that does not make us "undocumented people." Your boss, the Department of Homeland Security, and the government of the Tohono O'odham Nation have negotiated an agreement which is, our tribal I.D. card is our identification card and no other
document is required.
The O'odham, (the People) as we call ourselves, have been here to witness the eruption of volcanoes that formed the lands we
live on. We have special places that hold our great-great-great-great-great great grandparents remains, our lands are a special and holy
place to us. Some of us still make journeys to these places to pray. Some of these places hold holy objects that maintain specific parts
of our beliefs. When you see us out on the land do not assume we are in the drug business or human smuggling business. Sometimes
we are out on the land hunting for rabbits or deer or javelina to feed our families. We may be carrying a hunting weapon please do not
harm me, my family loves me and depends on me.
When you are out on our land, be mindful that you are visitor on our lands, be respectful, be courteous and do not harm anything.
Sometimes you may see us gather all night long, dancing and sometimes we are crying loudly, do not approach us or disturb us
in anyway, we are honoring a dead relative and preparing them for burial. Sometimes we are conducting a healing ceremony out on
the land, do not approach us or disturb us. Sometimes we may be singing and dancing all night long, these are our ceremonies that we
have conducted for thousands of years. We are not behaving in a suspicious nature, this is our way of life.
As original people of the lands we honor everything on our lands and we regard all as a part of our sacred lives, do not kill any
plants and animals or people on our lands. Do not litter our lands with your trash. When we visit other peoples lands and cities and
homes we do not litter or leave behind trash.
We might be driving our cars, sometimes old, sometimes very new, do not try to run us off the roads or tailgate me. I value my life
and my family, I might have a newborn in my car or my grandmother or my mother and father, my brothers and sister or my aunts and
uncles or my friends. These are all important people to me and I do not want to see them hurt or dead.
If I seem like I do not understand what you are saying, please call the Tohono O'odham Police and ask for an O'odham speaking officer to come and assist you. I might be laughing at you if you talk to me in English, I don't know what you are saying and I am

laughing out of nervousness and fear because you are armed.
If you are afraid of us and draw your weapons on me, I am more afraid of you because I am unarmed and my family is in the
vehicle with me or they are in my house when you come into my house. Sometimes my house might be in poor condition but it is my
home, it is my sanctuary, be respectful. Sometime there are elders in my house that are already afraid of armed people in our communities such as the border patrol and other federal agents.
There are some people that do drug business or human smuggling business but we are not all doing that, we are not all criminals.
Do not treat us like criminals.
We might call you killers and murderers as you just came from killing people. To the O'odham you are a dangerous person, to
walk onto our lands bringing fresh death on your person is very destructive to us as a people. You may have diseases we do not know,
illnesses of your mind that you might inflict on us. Please do not approach us if you are afflicted with fresh death.
Remember we do not want you on our lands, we did not invite you to our lands.
Do remember that we have invited allies that will be witnessing your conduct on our lands and how you treat our people.
From the the O'odham Lands
Ofelia Rivas

CENSORED NEWS
WWW.BSNORRELL.BLOGSPOT.COM

OFELIA RIVAS
WWW.SOLIDARITY-PROJECT.ORG
WHEN YOU ARE OUT ON OUR LAND,
BE MINDFUL THAT YOU ARE VISITOR
ON OUR LANDS, BE RESPECTFUL,
BE COURTEOUS AND DO NOT HARM
ANYTHING.

REMEMBER WE DO NOT WANT
YOU ON OUR LANDS, WE DID
NOT INVITE YOU TO OUR LANDS.

DIRECT ACTION

DISRUPTS ARIZONA
RACISM!
Partial justice is no justice at all! Despite Judge ruling to block parts of SB 1070, racial-profiling, raids,
deportations and the militarization of the border will continue unchallenged. This is why today we shut down
Interstate 19 (I-19)
Sigue en espa**ñol abajo:
July 29, 2010 Tucson, AZ—On the morning that SB1070 is scheduled to take effect in the state of Arizona and
three days before Obama deploys 1,200 National Guard troops to the U.S.-Mexico border, a group of concerned
community members blocked traffic on I-19 south of Ajo Rd. in Tucson, AZ. A blockade of tires covered in
tar and broken glass were placed across both southbound lanes along with a banner reading “Stop All Militarization! The Border is Illegal!” This blockade is a temporary shutdown of the very road that is used to deport
people deemed “illegal” as well as a direct disruption of the flow of capital. By blocking I-19 we have halted the
transportation of migrants and the profits Whack-n-hut and Corrections Corporation of Amerikkka make by
these inhumane acts of separating families, communities and loved ones. This morning we interrupt the privatization of the criminalization of people of color.
The State of Arizona ruthlessly disrupts and terrorizes the lives of non-white communities on a daily basis.
SB 1070 is yet another example of how migrants and people of color are criminalized. Today’s action is a declaration of resistance to the criminalization of affected communities and the militarization of indigenous land.
Neither SB 1070 nor the deployment of National Guard troops to the border do anything to address the root
causes as to why people migrate. U.S. economic policies and wars have displaced and impoverished millions
of people all over the world. Capital-driven policies, such as NAFTA, create poverty. These policies and laws
not only consume and exploit land and people, but they also displace us from our homes, forcing us to migrate
in order to survive. If policymakers were serious about stopping “illegal immigration,” they would end these
capitalist exploitations and stop their military invasions abroad.
We want an end to the militarization of indigenous land, I.C.E. raids, deportations, the attacks on ethnic
studies, violence against women and queer people, the expansion of prisons and immigration detention centers,
empire, the border wall and the genocide at the Arizona-Sonora border that has claimed the lives of over 153
people during the first 8 months of this fiscal year alone.
Today we interrupt the flow of Arizona’s traffic to bring attention to the following points:
*ABOLISH ALL OF SB 1070 AND OTHER ANTI-MIGRANT LAWS.*
*STOP ALL MILITARIZATION. NO NATIONAL GUARD TROOPS ON INDIGENOUS LAND.*
*BORDERS AND THE ARIZONA GOVERNMENT ARE ILLEGITIMATE.*
*NO HUMAN BEING IS ILLEGAL—THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM IS TO BLAME.*

*WE WANT RESPECT AND JUSTICE FOR ALL PEOPLE.*
We affirm our dignity and promote the well-being of all people. We stand for solidarity, peace, self-determination and autonomy. We assert the rights of all people everywhere to feel safe and live free of oppression and
state violence.
ACCIÓN DIRECTA INTERRUMPE EL RACISMO DE ARIZONA!
A pesar de la decisión de la Juez de bloquear componentes polémicos de la medida SB 1070, el perfil racial,
las redadas, deportaciones y la militarización de la frontera continuaran sin ser desafiadas. Es por eso que hoy
bloqueo la Interestatal 19 (I-19).
29 de Julio 2010 Tucson, AZ—*En la mañana que la SB 1070 esta programada para entrar en vigor en el
estado de Arizona y tres días antes de que Obama desplegue a 1,200 tropas de la Guardia Nacional, un grupo de
miembros comunitarios bloquearon el tráfico hacia en la I-19, sur de La Calle Ajo en Tucson, AZ. Un bloqueo
de llantas cubiertas con alquitrán y vidrio quebrado fueron colocadas en los dos carriles que van hacia el sur. En
la carretera se ubicó un cartelón que declara “¡Alto a toda la Militarización! ¡La Frontera es Ilegal!” Este bloqueo es un paro temporal de la misma carretera que es usada para deportar a personas consideradas “ilegales”,
al igual que es una interrupción directa del flujo de los productos y mercancía. Al interrumpir el tráfico de la
I-19 hemos logrado suspender el transporte de migrantes y las ganancias que empresas como Wackenhut y Corrections Corporation of Amerikkka ganan al cumplir actos inhumanos como separar a nuestras familias. Esta
mañana nosotr@s interrumpimos la privatización de la criminalización de las comunidades de color.
El Estado de Arizona sin piedad perturba y aterroriza a diario la vida ñde nuestras comunidades. La SB 1070
es otro ejemplo de cómo los migrantes y las personas de color somños criminalizadas. La acción de hoy es una
declaración de resistencia a la criminalización de nuestras comunidades y la militarización de tierras indígenas.
Ni la SB 1070, ni el desplegue de tropas de la Guardia Nacional hacen nada para combatir las causas de
por qué la gente emigra. Las guerras y las pólizas económicas de los EE.UU. han desplazado y empobrecido a
millones de personas en todo el mundo. Pólizas impulsadas por ganancias, como el Tratado de Libre Comercio,
causan la pobreza. Estas políticas y leyes no sólo consumen y explotan la tierra y la gente, pero también nos
desplazan de nuestros hogares, obligándonos a emigrar para sobrevivir. Si los políticos tuvieran la seriedad de
frenar la "inmigración ilegal", pondrían fin a su sistema económico que empobrece al mundo y acabarían con
sus invasiones militares en el extranjero.
Queremos poner un fin a la militarización de tierras indígenas, redadas, deportaciones, los ataques a los
estudios étnicos, la violencia contra las mujeres y gente gay, lesbiana, bisexual, transgenero, la expansión de las
cárceles, los centros de detención, el imperio, el muro fronterizo y el genocidio en la frontera entre Arizona y
Sonora, que ha cobrado la vida de más de 153 personas durante los primeros ocho meses de este año fiscal. Hoy
interrumpimos el flujo del tráfico de Arizona para llamar a la atención los siguientes puntos:
*SUPRIMIR **COMPLETAMENTE LA SB 1070 Y OTRAS LEYES ANTI-MIGRANTES. *
*FRENAR** TODO LA MILITARIZACIÓN. FUERA TROPAS DE LA FRONTERA.*
*LAS **FRONTERAS Y EL GOBIERNO ARIZONENSE SON ILEGITIMOS. *
*NINGUN SER HUMANO ES ILEGAL—ESTE SISTEMA ECON**ÓMICO ES EL PROBLEMA.*
*QUEREMOS **RESPETO Y JUSTICIA PARA TODAS LAS PERSONAS.*
Afirmamos nuestra dignidad y promovemos el bienestar de todas las personas. Estamos a favor de la solidaridad, la paz, la auto-determinación y la autonomía. Afirmamos el derecho de todos los pueblos del mundo a
sentirse seguros y vivir libres de la opresión y libres de la violencia estatal.

Report Back From the

Border Opposition Action Fund
Thursday, October 21, 2010
Art Auction & Party a big success & More on BOAF
First of all, a million thanks to all the people who helped out, gave art, played music and showed up to the Border Opposition
Action Fund Art Auction and Party on Saturday, November 9. Every aspect of the event far exceeded our expectations. We know that
some folks just showed up for a good time, but the fact that so many came to stand with us in our efforts to explicitly support indigenous anti-colonization work as well as people taking more confrontational action against borders was a truly wonderful thing to see.
The broad cross-section of people, to us, represented that many more people than we realize recognize the necessity for more
offensive action when it comes to letting the State know how we feel and what we want. Whether those people want to take action or
not, their support is immeasurable. As important were the people who did come just to have a good time but after learning what the
event was about, showed even more appreciation for the work that was done to put it all together.
We did receive a few critiques, but hey, if the majority of critiques are about how we could have done better to get more money
from folks, we can live with that.
For those who aren't familiar with Border Opposition Action Fund(BOAF), we are raising money to both support anti-border direct action that has already taken place and to fund future actions against borders and the continued colonization of Indigenous people
and land in our area. We are a small group of Anarchists living in occupied Tohono O'odham territory (Tucson, AZ) who consider ourselves children of settlers and colonizers. This may sound cliché or silly to some but it is a reality that we must keep in the forefront
of our thoughts as we work in solidarity with indigenous allies and for a world without borders. As part of our politics we feel that
it is necessary to support the continuing fights of indigenous people against colonization. We also recognize that as the State further
legalizes institutional racism and white supremacy it is the community as a whole that must respond. And we must respond with strong
opposition not only to the laws which they pass but to the everyday actions and attitudes that have continued for hundreds of years.
Let us not forget that racial profiling was present long before the State began to (re)legitimize it.
We formed BOAF after a presentation called Supporting Direct Action. It was hosted by a participant in the Border Patrol
Headquarters lock-down that took place in Tucson. It was partially due to their charges and call for support as well as the necessity to
support some of our Phoenix comrades who were targeted by Phoenix Police and left hung out to dry by mainstream organizers in the
Phoenix area after a march against Sheriff Arpaio.
On May 21, approximately 15 people entered the Border Patrol Headquarters located on Davis-Monthan Air Force Base. Of
those, a group of 6, which included Dine, Tohono O'odham, Akimel O'odham, Chicano and white people, locked themselves around a
pole in the main lobby of the BPHQ. The main message: Stop militarization on indigenous lands now! We are awaiting to hear what
charges they will actually face.
On January 16th, a large number of indigenous people and anarchists from around the state turned out together as the DOA (Dine,
O'odham, Anarchist and Anti-authoritarian)Bloc at a march in Phoenix against Sheriff Joe Arpaio. Their goal was to specifically push
mainstream organizers' simple message of immigration reform to include critique and analysis of the militarization and further occupation of indigenous territory. Near the end of the march police attacked DOA and many other marchers, including children, with pepper
spray. In the end five anarchists were arrested. While there were critiques and discussions within DOA circles the fact remains that
cops did what they're there for and these are our comrades and our friends. We will do what we can to stand by them and support them
until it is over.
Besides these events we noticed an increase in the willingness to step things up on July 29, the day that SB 1070 went into effect
in Arizona. In Tucson alone, three main actions took place. While seemingly run-of-the-mill in some aspects we see them as a definite
shift of things in Tucson.
Early in the morning, Interstate 19, the highway that is used to import goods by truck from Mexico one way and used to deport
undocumented migrants the other, was shut down for nearly an hour when a group of people used tires, tar and glass to block it. A banner reading “Stop the Road to Deportation, End Criminalization” was hung from a pedestrian bridge directly above the blockade as it
was constructed. No arrests were made.
Local area Brown Berets hoisted a banner reading “Stop SB1070” over the large “A” on Sentinel Peak, a.k.a. “A” Mountain.
When police arrived and ordered them to disperse the Brown Berets refused to leave. No arrests were made.
The third thing that happened was at the main protest point, the intersection where sits a Federal Courthouse, the State Building
and the Federal Building. A group of people took the intersection. As three banners were held numerous protesters took it on their own
to enter the street as well. The intersection was held for nearly an hour before snatch squads were sent in to arrest those holding the
banners, another who refused to exit the street and a journalist who was taking pictures of the arrests. While these may not seem like a
big deal in themselves, it is definitely something that hasn't been happening for the last few years in Tucson. On top of that, we heard

no complaints or attempts at separating themselves from the actions by the larger organizing bodies in Tucson, a definite switch from
previous attitudes and one people should take note of.
Events such as this along with recognition of who and where we are have helped to inform us of the work we wish to do as
BOAF. In recent years numerous relationships have been built. Geographic and cultural borders are being torn down. Anarchists, Indigenous, and other people of color have been working together on various projects across the state. Arizona Radical Coalition(ARC)
was created in the spring of 2009. It is a space to come together, get to know each other, share ideas and enjoy each others' company.
This has resulted in work and actions across the state with direct involvement by people from all parts of Arizona.
BOAF is committed to supporting ongoing groups that include anti-borders and anti-colonization analysis in their work. Currently, we have been able to provide funds for O'odham VOICE Against The Wall, O'odham Solidarity Across Borders, the Arpaio 5 and
the Border Patrol Lockdown 6. More about these groups and actions can be found through links on our blog.
Border Opposition Action Fund was formed to financially support those taking action in opposition to borders and colonization. In
response to the State's escalating attack on indigenous and migrant people, a diversity of tactics is necessary. Your support is equally
important!
And thanks again to all those who came out to support!Border Opposition Action Fund
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IN RESPONSE TO THE STATE'S ESCALATING ATTACK
ON INDIGENOUS AND MIGRANT PEOPLE, A DIVERSITY OF TACTICS IS NECESSARY.

ON THE MORNING OF JUNE 25, 2010 TWO BANNERS WERE
HUNG ON THE 22ND ST. OVERPASS FOR COMMUTERS HEADING NW ON AVIATION PARKWAY IN TUCSON, AZ.

*
*
*

NOISE DEMONSTRATION AT SANTA CRUZ COUNTY JAIL
WE WERE THERE TO EXPRESS OUR RAGE AT
IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT
(AKA LA MIGRA). WE DESPISE THE VERY EXISTENCE OF I.C.E. AND BORDERS,

BY FUCK ICE
On Friday evening, August 6, we gathered outside the Santa Cruz County Jail to demonstrate our solidarity with the people
locked up inside and express our hatred of imprisonment. About 30-40 of us stood in the middle of Blaine Street, next to both the
main County Jail (where 336 people are locked up) and the Women’s Facility (21 people). We banged on drums made from 55-gallon
barrels with the intention of creating as much noise as possible to breach the prison walls. Our portable sound system blasted insurgent hip-hop, including N.W.A’s “Fuck the Police” and the Geto Boys’ “G-Code.” We carried two banners stating, “Free All Prisoners” and “Chinga la Migra/Fuck I.C.E.”
Chants included “We Are All Illegal, Todos Somos Ilegales,” “Chinga la Migra, Y La Policia,” and “Revolt on the Outside, Revolt on the Inside!” We also told jokes at the expense of cops and jail guards. At one point, as the jail guards stood on the roof of the
jail watching us, people started chanting “Jump! Jump! Jump!” We also used a megaphone to attempt to speak directly to the prisoners
and let them know that they are not forgotten and that they have support from the outside.
One of the main reasons we were there was to express our rage at Immigration and Customs Enforcement (AKA La Migra). We
despise the very existence of I.C.E. and borders, but we’re specifically pissed off about a program (named “Secure Communities” by
some twisted bureaucrat) that is going to be implemented in the local jail starting August 10. "Secure Communities" mandates that
every person booked into jail will have their fingerprints run through an I.C.E./Department of Homeland Security database. Currently there are 25 people on I.C.E. hold in the County jail system, meaning that they will be held an extra 48 hours after they should
be released, so that I.C.E. can kidnap them. The new program, funded by Obama, will lead to even more people being detained and
deported. Also, earlier this year, the city decided to hire eight more cops, and the police’s gang unit has started working directly with
I.C.E.
The apartment complex next to the jail has similar architectural features—isolated units surrounded by high walls and a metal
fence. Some of the neighbors came outside and spoke with participants in the demo. Generally, they seemed supportive; one young
girl even joined in briefly by playing a drum. We also passed out a pamphlet containing our analysis in hopes of spreading a critical
dialogue about I.C.E. and imprisonment. The demo was an attempt at breaking out of our own isolation and communicating with others, both the prisoners and the neighbors. In some ways, we were successful, but we have much to learn. It was an empowering event
for participants and some passersby, though we haven’t yet heard what the prisoners’ reactions were. In a heartbreaking moment as we
were leaving, we exchanged glances with a woman in the Blaine St. Facility standing at the window. The grim reality of confinement
was unavoidable as we departed and she remained.
REVOLT AGAINST ALL PRISONS

“BUNCH OF
OVERGROWN
BOY SCOUTS/
BUT IT’S US
AGAINST THEM
‘TIL THEY LET
EVERY ONE OF
MY BOYS OUT”
–UNALIKE, AALIKES

With neo-nazi and fascist activity in our country on the upswing, we must fight any ICE presence in our area. Immigration control
and the militarization of the border are but one more way to divide and conquer the lower classes: racism and fascism go hand in hand.
In the guise of national security, the federal government is establishing a system which gives them the ability to detain people of color
at will, indefinitely, without access to legal help or medical care. A 2009 article in The Nation reported that ICE has 186 unmarked and
unlisted offices they use to detain people, incommunicado. 107 people have died in ICE custody between 2003 and 2009. But we don’t
need this proof to know that the whole project of immigration control is fucked. We know it’s just another tool of a white supremacist
power structure, another method to control us and keep us in line. We see the effects in our communities, we feel the terror of the situation when ICE is knocking at the doors of friends and family.
Regarding our local situation, it would help us to look at the recent past. In 1982, the INS (Immigration and Naturalization Service, ICE’s predecessor) raided the Beach Flats and took kids out of class at Bay View Elementary School. In 1984 INS did sweeps of
the Beach Flats twice, snatching 22 people from their homes, a soup kitchen line and the street. Even though the City Council declared
Santa Cruz a “sanctuary city”, meaning city employees can’t inquire about or report on someone’s immigration status, the INS raided
Beach Flats again in 1993, arresting 6 people. In Watsonville, there were ICE raids in 2006 and 2008, both part of regional sweeps.
107 people were arrested in the 2006 raids, and even though only 19 had warrants for arrest, 90 were swiftly deported. Watsonville
also calls itself a sanctuary city: it’s plain to see how meaningless this is.
Now Santa Cruz is taking part in a national Department of Homeland Security program called Secure Communities, or S-Comm.
The State of California has agreed to participate in the program, and although technically counties can opt out of the program, California Attorney General Brown denied San Francisco County’s request to opt out. In effect, the program provides funding for local jails
to check the immigration status of anyone who is booked into the jail, whether or not they are convicted of a crime. This means police
could arrest anyone they think might not be a citizen, for something as petty as jaywalking, take them to jail, and have them deported.
This is what’s happening in Phoenix, Arizona right now, under the direction of Sheriff Joe Arpaio. S-Comm is Obama’s version of SB
1070. In Santa Cruz, S-Comm is scheduled to go into effect on August 10th.
This plan plays perfectly into what Santa Cruz has been trying to do for years. Though the city council has opposed S-Comm,
they haven’t challenged ICE’s partnership with the SCPD. Besides that, their anti-homeless laws and destruction of community space
in favor of creating a sanitized downtown shopping district prove whose side they’re on. The lines are being drawn, clearly. Groups
like Take Back Santa Cruz and Santa Cruz Neighbors, functioning as eyes and ears for the police, would like to whitewash our town.
But there are many more of us, even if it may not seem so. Despite our racial, cultural, and class divides, all who are persecuted and
marginalized by the law have some common cause. Some of us are forced into conflict with this society, and some of us have chosen
to struggle. Either way, those of us who aren’t directly affected by ICE should do whatever is in our power to resist and show solidarity with affected individuals and communities.
But what we need isn’t immigration reform, it’s the destruction of all borders and detention centers. The first step is kicking ICE
out of Santa Cruz, but this isn’t the end. Santa Cruz’ neo-colonial relationship to Watsonville and the other nearby Hispanic populations needs to be challenged also: it’s just one node of the economic system that coerces people into picking strawberries to support a
family back home or working in the dining halls at UCSC. While of course immigration reforms make a huge difference in the lives of
families and workers across the country, we can’t stop there. The roots of the problem lie much deeper.
To challenge imprisonment in general, we can start with the specific facts. Santa Cruz’ downtown jail is already 114% over capacity, and the minimum security wing of the Rountree Lane Facility outside Watsonville was recently closed due to budget constraints.
On July 21st the downtown jail had two fights in one day, to which Sheriff’s Office Lt. Shea Johnson responded with an apt criticism
of incarceration: “I don’t know what the fight was over. No one’s talking, but when you have people locked up in a facility 24 hours a
day, seven days a week, there’s tension sometimes.” Whatever the conditions may be, imprisonment is unacceptable, and won’t solve
our society’s problems. The law doesn’t provide justice or safety for everyone: rather, it maintains the current order and hierarchy,
enforcing our social roles and defending the moneyed classes. Prisons are a huge source of profit: especially ICE detention centers,
which are run by private corporations such as the Corrections Corporation of America and the GEO Group (which Wells Fargo Bank
is invested in). While Santa Cruz may not see the effects as clearly as, say, Oakland, police repression and violence still reverberate
in our communities. The same system that kills and imprisons black youth in the ghetto also raids the homes of Central American immigrants and tears apart families, the same mechanisms that allow suburban white kids to attend a UC and get a respectable job force
others to sell drugs or their bodies to survive.
Those who want to defend capitalism and white supremacy in Santa Cruz are getting organized: so should we. While some talk to
their neighbors to support police power, we can talk to our neighbors to subvert their power.
Spread information, show up in the streets, find each other and build collective power. Resistance is gathering around the country.
Along with many other actions on July 29th in Arizona, when SB 1070 went into effect, protestors blocked the entrance to the Maricopa County Jail, delaying Sherrif Arpaio’s immigration sweep. If we struggle together we stand a better chance than if we let each
group, culture or demonized minority get repressed individually. California is headed down the same path as Arizona, and our position
as immigrants, workers and dissidents gets more precarious every day. The net of social control is drawn tighter with each new law,
budget cut and layoff, and only we can choose what our response will be.
yours truly,
some local anarchists

the weekend of the 15th of May, an ICE field office in Loveland, Colorado was attacked.
ANARCHISTS EveryOver
window and door was shattered, totaling around twelve panes in all.
The unmarked facility is one of many such hidden ICE buildings in the U.S. that attempt to
ATTACK ICE operate
in secrecy. One tactic used by ICE to maintain this secrecy is to take people from their
homes in the middle of the night to be "processed" before taken to privately-owned ICE prisons.
FACILITY IN
By operating in secrecy, ICE is able to maintain this particular sub-station within a shopping
and residential district without revealing the repression used to create and sustain borders.
LOVELAND,
This action was taken in the climate typified by SB1070 in Arizona and local anti-immigrant
sentiment. However, the ICE office would have been targeted regardless of legislation.
COLORADO
Resistance and attacks against manifestations of borders, prison and power will continue as

long as families are separated and people are imprisoned, deported, and harassed.
As others have saidRESISTANCE AND ATTACKS
NO DEPORTATIONS!!! NO BORDERS!!
Solidarity means attack,
FESTATIONS OF BORDERS,
some anarchists

AGAINST MANIPRISON AND
POWER WILL CONTINUE AS LONG AS FAMILIES ARE SEPARATED AND PEOPLE ARE
IMPRISONED, DEPORTED, AND HARASSED.

Chanting, "We will not comply," and, "Whose streets? Our streets," a group of

STREETS
about 70 protesters took over one of the entrances to the square-mile town of Guadalupe
Wednesday night, facing down Maricopa County sheriff's deputies in a tense standoff
SHUT-DOWN
that lasted a little over an hour.
From 11:45 p.m. till a little past 1 a.m., demonstrators blocked traffic going into or
EVE OF SB1070 out of Guadalupe via Avenida del Yaqui, not far from Arizona Mills Mall. City buses
and other vehicles were forced to turn back or take a route around the line of Guadalupe
GUADALUPE, AZ residents and other activists.

The protesters said they were against the enactment of SB 1070 and opposed to the
abuses of Sheriff Joe Arpaio, whose deputies are contracted by the town for law enforcement
services.
The deputy, who declined comment to reporters, asked the demonstrators to leave the street. He
was met with stony silence from protesters who had locked arms in preparation for a showdown.
Many had stated earlier that they were willing to be arrested.
It seemed as if the protesters and the deputies were fated to butt heads. But a little after 1
a.m., protest organizer Andrew Sanchez told the crowd that he’d spoken with the mayor of Guadalupe and that they’d made their point about MCSO police abuses and SB 1070.
Demonstrators withdrew to the sidewalks, and the deputies drove away to the cheers of
those present.

ANARCHISTS
INITIATE IMMIGRANT SOLIDARITY MARCH TO COMMEMORATE
THE DEATHS OF THREE YOUTHS
from phoenix class war council Sunday, January 23, 2011

Phoenix area anarchists kicked off the new year by calling for a march in the arts district of downtown Phoenix for the monthly
"First Friday" artwalk. The call was in response to the deaths of two immigrant youths who were found in a canal after fleeing from
a Maricopa County Sheriff Deputy near Gila Bend, and the murder of a third youth who was shot and killed by a Border Patrol agent
while climbing the border wall in Nogales. Nearly two dozen anarchists, anti-authoritarians, and O'odham and Dine' indigenous
comrades, all assembled for this unpermitted manifestation of outrage. This also being a First Friday (FF) our small group attracted
the attention and participation of many in the crowds wandering between galleries and bars, as well as from the youth who often come
down to FF to get out of the house, check out some art, and to flirt and meet other kids hanging out.
The march took to the streets with banners and statements against the "poliMigra," prisons, all borders and police. We shouted
into the night "Out of the galleries, into the streets!" Naturally we garnered the attention of the police, not a special distinction as on
any given FF they maintain a very heavy presence, even though a demonstration like this has probably not occurred in sometime,
aside from an organic confrontation with the authorities a couple years back. After a few shoving matches with the Phoenix cops, the
march was pushed to the sidewalks, but after losing the police, the march returned to moving in and out of the streets, throwing traffic
barricades into street, and making a detour into one of the more notoriously yuppie galleries downtown. We lost some of our numbers
when we marched down to the Suns game, but we also shook our police tail and were able to march in the streets unimpeded (aside
from the occasional police vehicle that would pull up, use their bullhorn to tell people to get off the streets, and then drive off). We
encountered the most reactionary and nationalistic sentiment of the night outside the Suns game, but we shook it off and mobbed onto
a light rail train for a free ride back to the arts district.

So, what does this mean for the future? The mainstream movement voices were once again silent during this latest outrage,
the "human rights movement" raised a number of eye brows around town after their total absence in any forum when young Danny
Rodriguez was murdered by Phoenix cop Richard Chrisman in his mother's trailer last October. The high profile killing of this young
man came amid a shit storm of corruption and brutality allegations against the Phoenix police department, specifically the notorious
South Mountain precinct, but perhaps the mainstream hacks were too concerned about upsetting their friends in the mayor's office to
actually hold one consistent political position. Or maybe someone should have told them there's money to be made from the non-profit
industrial complex in organizing against police violence, that seems to get their attention.
What I saw in the streets the night of this march is a sight becoming increasingly common in Phoenix, a gathering of indigenous,
latin@, and anarchist people ready to take to the streets and to move beyond the boundaries put forth by the mainstream immigrant
movement's leadership, as well as the laws of the authorities. I believe that in these alliances lay the future for a broad based movement of resistance, built upon mutual respect and participation in confronting this system of death, repression, and incarceration until
there is total freedom for all.
Below is the text of the flier handed out during the solidarity march, along with a couple more images from this procession.
Where are the voices of disbelief and anger now that SB1070 is law? Where have the crowds gone who were in the streets in
the spring and summer? This writing is addressed to you who weep with clenched fists when another immigrant is found dead trekking across the desert, shot dead by a border patrol agent, or drowned in a canal after fleeing the authorities. This is to you, who tires
of a political movement that demands your patience for a political solution all the while this O'odham (the indigenous people of this
region) land is militarized by the border patrol, building more new checkpoints, and nothing ever gets better.
Why now, why without the responsible, reasonable movement leadership? Because it’s come to this: Three children, presumed
immigrants by the state, found dead in a canal on Christmas eve, just one week before that five other immigrant brothers and sisters
were discovered by the authorities, forced to conceal themselves in cow manure. Just yesterday a 17 year old Nogales resident was
shot dead by a border guard on the U.S. side after climbing the border fence. Where is the outcry from the human rights activists, or
even the mainstream immigrant groups?
This is a call to all those who oppose the tyranny of law and order, this cold business of institutions that place freedom and dignity underfoot to preserve power and control for the few. There will be people in the streets tonight, decrying this sick order that places
property, law, and the will of a few over the lives, dreams, and freedom of human beings.
Another night of wandering the sidewalks of downtown admiring the art that lampoons Arpaio, or defends immigrants, and
then home, content to believe that a moral duty has been exercised, justice against the oppressors has been served in Phoenix this First
Friday. Of course we appreciate this art, but to pretend that the representation of a struggle is in fact a struggle is lunacy!
There is active solidarity, or there is complacency! Observers of art, become participants in your own life! Join us tonight as we
take the streets to stand with all those murdered by the laws and institutions on this stolen indigenous land.
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